Press Release

Allianz launches "MoveNow" program to move people of the next generation

Young people’s sports activities decreased since the COVID-19 pandemic

Munich, June 23 2022. The pandemic has led to a decreasing sport activity of young people in Germany. This is the result of a representative survey1 conducted by appinio on behalf of Allianz. In the present study Allianz compares the physical activity of a representative sample of 1,000 5-24-year-olds before, during and after the most recent COVID-19 lockdowns in Germany. Due to regulations of the government such as the closing of sport clubs and fitness centres, children and adolescents were deprived of following their regular sporting activities. Consequently, 66 percent of children2 between the ages of 5 and 15 as well as 51 percent of young people from the age of 16 to 24 in Germany were less active in sports.

Today, two and a half years after the initial outbreak of the coronavirus, the young generation still struggles to find their way back into an active routine. While 56 percent of children are back to doing sports as frequently as before the pandemic, 39 percent have lost their motivation and find it difficult to get active again. The surveyed young people are even more affected: More than one in two (54 percent) adolescents are still fighting to follow a regular sport routine, only 37 percent are just as active again.

Insurance company Allianz is tapping into this issue by launching the MoveNow program to support and strengthen young people by facilitating access and offering opportunities to become and stay active. The mission is to prepare the next generation* for the future by moving their body, mind and soul. It is proven that regular activity has a high impact on the mental and physical wellbeing of children and young adults. Children between the age of 5 and 15 are happier, more balanced and active if they regularly participate in sports. The young people surveyed feel that sport makes them more active and physically fit (29 percent), healthy (27 percent), more balanced (25 percent) and happier (24 percent). Only six percent stated that sports do not offer them any added value.

A lower activity leads to decreasing positive attitudes. As a result, 41 percent of children in Germany were especially unbalanced and bored during the pandemic, which has a negative impact on the physical and social development. 36 percent lacked contact with teammates, another 15 percent even became depressed. Also, one in five of the young adults stated that they felt depressed.

---

1 The appinio study commissioned by Allianz was conducted in June 2022 among children and adolescents between the age of 5 and 24 years in a nationwide representative sample (N=1000) in Germany.

2 Children between the ages of 5 and 15 surveyed by their parents.

* Up to 32 years old.
As Official Worldwide Insurance Partner of the Olympic and Paralympic Movements, Allianz has teamed up with the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) to strengthen the role of sport in society to create a healthier environment for young people. Together with the IOC, Allianz is working on a thought leadership piece to enhance the understanding of why it is important to enable the next generation to move their body, mind and soul as well as how to find a sustainable approach. With the MoveNow program, Allianz commits to move people of the next generation across the globe through 24 initiatives in the upcoming months until the Olympic and Paralympic Games Paris 2024. The program picks up on many sport activations and festivals Allianz has conducted over the last years and includes initiatives like youth camps, sports activities and digital events such as a fitness series with the IPC launching later this year.

As a kick-off for the Road to Paris, the MoveNow program will begin on July 26th – two years before the Olympic Games Paris 2024. It will be spearheaded by a social participation initiative which is led by influencers, both of athletes and non-athlete’s backgrounds, who will engage their communities in sports challenges of all sorts.

Especially sport events and competitions are a great way to get young people moving again. According to the survey results, 49 percent of the young people and 42 percent of the children surveyed like the challenge of achieving one’s personal best most about sports. The answers to what would make young people exercise regularly again are a friend for mutual motivation (39 percent), more free sports activities (37 percent), making new social contacts (24 percent) and trying out a new sport (23 percent).

Dr. med. Sonja Beyer, company physician at Allianz says: “We at Allianz understand that it’s not a given for everyone to be confident in tomorrow, having a positive outlook about their own well-being and future perspective. Especially the next generation is hit hard by the current crises from COVID-19 to climate. In these times we must deliver on our purpose and promise. We are convinced of a positive effect of sports on body, mind and soul. Therefore, we are proud to introduce the MoveNow program to get young people moving again so that they are ready for tomorrow.”
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About Allianz
The Allianz Group is one of the world's leading insurers and asset managers with more than 100 million private and corporate customers in more than 70 countries. Allianz customers benefit from a broad range of personal and corporate insurance services, ranging from property, life and health insurance to assistance services to credit insurance and global business insurance. Allianz is one of the world's largest investors, managing around 802 billion euros on behalf of its insurance customers. Furthermore, our asset managers PIMCO and Allianz Global Investors manage 1.9 trillion euros of third-party assets. Thanks to our systematic integration of ecological, social and governance criteria in our business processes and investment decisions, we hold the leading position for insurers in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, launched on 12.11.2021. In 2020, over 150,000 employees achieved total revenues of 140 billion euros and an operating profit of 10.8 billion euros for the group.
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Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements
This document includes forward-looking statements, such as prospects or expectations, that are based on management's current views and assumptions and subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance figures, or events may differ significantly from those expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements.

Deviations may arise due to changes in factors including, but not limited to, the following: (i) the general economic and competitive situation in the Allianz's core business and core markets, (ii) the performance of financial markets (in particular market volatility, liquidity, and credit events), (iii) adverse publicity, regulatory actions or litigation with respect to the Allianz Group, other well-known companies and the financial services industry generally, (iv) the frequency and severity of insured loss events, including those resulting from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (v) mortality and morbidity levels and trends, (vi) persistency levels, (vii) the extent of credit defaults, (viii) interest rate levels, (ix) currency exchange rates, most notably the EUR/USD exchange rate, (x) changes in laws and regulations, including tax regulations, (xi) the impact of acquisitions including and related integration issues and reorganization measures, and (xii) the general competitive conditions that, in each individual case, apply at a local, regional, national, and/or global level. Many of these changes can be exacerbated by terrorist activities.

No duty to update
Allianz assumes no obligation to update any information or forward-looking statement contained herein, save for any information we are required to disclose by law.

Privacy Note
Allianz SE is committed to protecting your personal data. Find out more in our privacy statement.
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3 Including non-consolidated entities with Allianz customers.